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Introduction
 This was the fi rst year in which this unit, the A2 writing paper, was sat. Candidates were required 
to complete three exercises, a short translation from English into French, a general essay in 
French and a Research Based Essay (RBE). The exercises had to be completed in two and a half 
hours, there was no widespread evidence to suggest that candidates had trouble completing the 
paper in the time allowed. 

A wide level of achievement was found in all three exercises and in the paper as a whole, 
although the greatest range was seen in Section C. Some disquiet had been expressed in advance 
of the paper being sat on the possibility of adhering to the upper word limit in the (RBE). In fact, 
the vast majority successfully managed to keep their essay to within 270 words, excluding direct 
quotations, titles and proper nouns. Quite a few of these essays did have considerable amounts 
of material crossed out, suggesting that the work had been pared down. 

Unfortunately a number of essays had to be given no credit. This was mostly because what was 
offered had absolutely nothing to do with a French-speaking community. For example, in the 
geographical area discussions of the environment of Manchester and China were seen. The 1960s 
music festival at Woodstock was used as an historical event as were several on the Second War 
War which solely concerned Germany. In the fi rst and third areas some purely general, discursive 
essays were written which did not once mention a francophone context. Examiners had not 
anticipated a rather strange approach in which a candidate had studied one area but preferred 
to answer the question set in another. Some candidates had studied a book or a fi lm but chose to 
discuss the importance of an event within the work and put them down as Q3b essays. If taken 
as the latter the essays were worth nothing but examiners treated them as attempts at Q3d and 
salvaged some marks for the piece, although little of the material could be seen as relevant. 

  Question 1 
 The transfer of meaning exercise consisted of a short passage of about 80 words of English to 
be translated into French. The piece of English was divided into 30 discrete boxes each worth 
one point and the eventual total wes divided by 3 to give an overall mark out of 10. Marks were 
rounded both up and down, thus a score of 14, 15 and 16 all yielded an eventual 5. 

The language offered in each box had to be completely correct for the point to be gained. The 
only exception concerned some accents which were not deemed to be syntactically essential 
and where the addition or absence of an accent did not alter the meaning. These items were 
legislated for individually in the Mark Scheme. Although there were different, acceptable ways 
of rendering some items, the French given had to be a faithful rendering of the English. Quite a 
number of candidates, some of them very competent ones, altered the meaning of the original 
or paraphrased it in some way and this does not gain credit. It is impossible to make each box 
of equal demand. Some marks could be gained for single words or short expressions (facile, 
immediatement, du travail) but others were more substantial (ils ont ete arretes, les autorites se 
sont rendu compte).

Unlike in the equivalent exercise in the previous specifi cation, there was no stimulus passage 
to help candidates. Because of this the lexis was straightforward and most candidates were not 
fl oundering because of a lack of vocabulary. However, some basic items were rather surprisingly 
quite often found to be diffi cult. These included wife, very commonly given as marie, factory, 
for which many invented anglicisms were offered and boat. Spelling was usually satisfactory, 
although some words did prove troublesome, these included etranger, guerre, colonies and 
particularly autorites and communaute. A variety of grammatical features, all taken from 
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both the AS and A2 Grammar Lists (Specifi cation Pg 79 - 82) was tested. These ranged from 
the relatively straightforward in such things as basic genders and agreements and the correct 
selection and formation of the two main past tenses to highly sophisticated features of the 
language such as the position of the adjective 'anciennes', a Perfect passive and several examples 
requiring detailed knowledge of the agreement of past participles. It is not surprising that this 
led to wide differentiation and the whole mark range was encountered, although there were only 
tiny numbers on the two most extreme scores. Overall the performances were quite encouraging, 
most candidates showed that they could transfer the meaning of an unseen piece of English with 
acceptable accuracy. 

 This translation was very acceptable, it gained 17 raw marks which converted into a fi nal score of 
6 out of 10. 
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Examiner Comments

Maximum marks were gained for the fi rst sentence. It was felt to be acceptable in French to omit 
the article before immigre in French. There is no 's' in the middle of grands-parents and thus this 
fails to score, as does the literal translation of soon. The Mark Scheme required a completely 
correct version of apres and in this case an incorrect accent costs the translation a point. Box 12 
fails to gain credit because un is masculine but 'nos anciens colonies' is given since the masculine 
form of anciens is a consequential error which has already had credit withheld. The candidate gets 
the form nos correct, it was very surprising how many candidates thought that the plural form of 
notre is notres. Putting gare for boat was presumably an unfortunate slip, as was probably 'tout a 
fait' instead of tout de suite. Using reconnaitre for realise, however, is a rather more serious lexical 
mistake. The wrong subject pronoun is inserted in 'and freed them' and the misplaced object 
pronoun is a second error in Box 21. Le travail with a defi nite article was not thought to render the 
English 'work' properly. The candidate fi nishes strongly but spoils the overall effect by getting the 
gender of communaute wrong.
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 This translation gained 21 points, thus giving a very good overall score of 7 out of 10. 
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Examiner Comments

This translation has a quite typical performance in that it scores highly at either 
end but fi nds the middle section of the passage a little less productive. In the fi rst 
sentence only Box 4 is missed with the failure to give the Perfect Tense for 'it has 
never been easy'. In the second sentence it fails only to get the diffi cult feature 
involving the correct positioning of the adjective anciennes. The candidate does 
not give an acceptable rendering of 'left the boat' and in the passive construction 
fails to differentiate between the Perfect and Imperfect tenses. The candidate 
mistakenly made the past participle rendu agree, a very advanced piece of 
grammar being involved here. The Imperfect Tense is correctly used in 'they had' 
and the candidate, when inserting a subject pronoun in front of 'freed them', 
which was strictly not necessary, remembered to make it elles to fi t with autorites 
and in this case is right to make the past participle liberes agree. The two 
mistakes in the last sentence were very commom, the non-existent marie for wife 
and the anglicised version of 'become integrated'.
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 Question 2(a )
 There were relatively few creative essays overall but of the three possibilities a reaction to 
the picture stimulus proved to be the most popular. Stories in response to the photograph of a 
rather dejected-looking man in a train were quite imaginatively done. Most candidates were able 
to construct a plausible account, although more reference could have been made to the train 
setting and the open lap-top. Some of the outcomes were not very convincing but most of the 
stories managed to retain the air of despondency expressed by the person in the picture. 

The response on the following page  scored 35 out of 45; 3 for accuracy, 12 for organisation and 
development, 7 for range and application of language and 13 for understanding and response.
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Examiner Comments

This was felt to be a very imaginative response to the task within the specifi ed word 
count. There might have been more reference to the train situation and the laptop 
but the description of the man was thought to fi t the scenario very well. The man's 
apparent sadness could have been emphasised but it is pausibly explained. The 
development at the end, when the author of the piece is said to be present but out 
of view and is described as a mirror image of the central fi gure is an unexpected, 
original feature which is likely to capture the reader's interest. There could perhaps 
have been a more precise outcome. The range of vocabulary and structure is 
very adequate, although there are a couple of lexical errors and some anglicisms. 
The weakest feature is the accuracy. There are not a series of gross mistakes but 
consistent misspellings, some of which compromised the verb forms.
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        Question 2(b) 
 There were very few responses to this question. The best examples managed to develop, a 
little, the atmosphere of mystery and apprehension suggested by the stimulus but relatively 
few succeeded in evoking tension and suspense in a convincing way. Relatively few made 
much mention of the main road or anything on it as referred to in the original passage. There 
were quite a number of fanciful, highly unlikely scenarios and few of the accounts provided a 
satisfactory outcome. 

   Question 2(c) 
 The journalistic piece of writing did not attract many candidates this year but most of the 
essays seen did manage to capture an appropriate tone with suitably 'punchy', objective 
accounts, interspersed with interviews with those involved. A few went too deeply into the 
family background rather than writing about the event itself. There were some rather unlikely 
explanations as to where the young man had spent the year he was missing, in many accounts he 
ended up homeless on the streets. There was no justifi cation for pronouncing him to be dead, as 
occasionally happened. 

   Question 2(d) 
 In general, the discursive titles were much more popular than the creative tasks. Responses were 
spread fairly evenly across all four possible questions but 2d attracted marginally more interest 
than the others. 

Perhaps because of the need to treat both sport and the arts, most essays had a naturally 
discursive approach. Only the best candidates dealt in any detail with the idea inherent in the 
word favoriser in the title, for example, there were few references to possible government 
funding. Most essays treated the question from an individual's viewpoint and were content to 
list the relative merits and drawbacks of sport and the arts. The latter could at least involve 
the elderly, it was often claimed. The least impressive essays were somewhat banal and 
rambling accounts of the candidate's likes and dislikes and some turned the whole exercise into 
a discussion of obesity. In general, sport received slightly more approval than the arts although 
many essays found them to be of equal value. One essay spent all the available space trying 
to prove that dance was both a sport and an art and was, therefore, worthy of a great deal of 
support. 
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 This response gained 29 out of 45; 3 for accuracy, 10 for organisation and development, 6 for 
range and application of language and 10 for understanding and response. 
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Examiner Comments

This piece of work is sound but not spectacular. It treats both the arts and sport and 
can properly be described as discursive but it does not deal very directly with the 
idea of favoriser. Several points are made in favour of sport but none are developed 
very convincingly. The fi rst idea about arts centres enhancing towns might be lost on 
a French person but the second half of the essay recovers to make a couple of viable 
points. The essay starts rather abruptly and the last sentence in the fi rst paragraph 
is not totally clear. After that the shape of the essay is quite obvious and there is a 
discernible thread running through it. A short conclusion brings the essay to a balanced 
ending. 

At 246 words the piece is of an acceptable length, another sentence could have been 
added to develop one of the ideas more fully. The language forms are somewhat 
fl awed but there is no widespread inaccuracy and only a small number of major errors. 
Communication is not impaired by incorrect forms. The syntax is a little clumsy and 
anglicised, the range of vocabulary and structures is suffi cient to convey meaning but 
there is little natural fl uency.
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 Question 2(e) 
 In this task, which was second in popularity, many candidates could have read the question more 
carefully to get a better idea of its implications. The least impressive essays tended merely to 
list the latest technological products, to give their good and bad points and to say how inept 
their elders were at using them. Medical advances were said to be of particular use to the elderly 
who were presumably more likely to need them. This did not address the question directly. 
Better reactions looked at the effects of new technology on relationships, for example, of young 
people shutting themselves away in their rooms with computers and avoiding contact with 
older members of the family. Some quite touching, if perhaps condescending, comments were 
made about candidates showing their grandparents how to use a phone, a PC or an i-pod. Skype 
was often seen as an excellent vehicle for keeping people of different generations in contact. 
Quite a few candidates said that there were always divisions between the generations and new 
technology had no role in improving the situation or making it worse. 

The response on the following page achieved  31 out of 45; 4 for accuracy, 10 for organisation and 
development, 7 for range and application of langauge and 10 for understanding and response.
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Examiner Comments

The essay is of suitable length. It takes a slightly different approach to the subject but 
is certainly discursive. It does not accept the idea that technology naturally causes 
divisions, indeed it denies the idea expressed by most candidates that older people 
simply cannot cope with new technology and seeks to prove that this is not so. The 
candidate is fi rmly of the opinion that it is youth culture which creates divisions but does 
not manage to show this in any convincing way. The essay could be accused of being a bit 
one-sided but it is quite well ordered. It has an introduction which lays out the subject, 
a middle which goes well into at least one side of the issue (without ignoring the other 
side) and a conclusion which also serves as a counter-balance to what has already been 
said. Ideas are quite well developed in the confi nes of the amount of material allowed. 
The language is fairly ambitious but the candidate does not always manage to pull off all 
the attempts at complexity; the accuracy of the forms tends to suffer and the structures 
break down in places. However, there is a reasonable range of vocabulary, much of which 
is appropriate to the subject matter.
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  Question 2(f )
 This was the least popular of the four discursive titles but nevertheless quite a bit of interest 
was shown. It was also the question which gave rise to the greatest range of performance. 
A lot of candidates merely discussed whether one should be religious or not or spent a lot of 
time estimating whether it was true that religion had lost its importance. Relatively few linked 
religion to social questions. Many candidates fell back on pre-learned material from essays or oral 
discussions about the controversial head-dress debate. On the other hand there was some very 
good treatment on the subject of old values and good behaviour and equally some challenging 
thoughts on the role of religion in creating prejudice, intolerance, terrorism and war. There were 
a pleasing number of well-balanced essays which gave both the positive and negative effects of 
religion on society. It has to be said that the most widespread view was that we are better off 
without religion. 

   Question 2(g )
 This discursive title led to the least impressive work. This may partly have been caused by the 
fact that the word actuel in the title was not fully understood. Hardly any candidates discussed 
the school curriculum in relation to the modern world and there was virtually no consideration 
of whether what one learns at school is out of date or not. A few said that there should be more 
emphasis on technology. The expression le monde actuel was taken to mean the real world. Many 
candidates adopted a simplistic approach merely giving lists of school subjects, saying whether 
they liked them or not and perhaps giving a judgement on their relevance without giving any 
explanatory reasons. Some candidates even simply discussed whether it was a good idea to go to 
school or not. Many bland comments such as 'l'education est tres importante' were made. Some 
essays became a discussion centred solely on the amount of exams young people are required to 
sit. Very few candidates got to the heart of the implications which had been intended. 

   Question 3(a )
 A relatively small number of candidates answered the question on the geographical area and 
in general the standard of the responses were disappointing. Many candidates took virtually no 
notice of the question and wrote down anything they knew about the chosen location. Quite 
often candidates had learnt off an opening paragraph giving general details which presumably 
was meant to fi t any task. In this case it rarely had anything to do with the environment. In 
those essays which did treat the environment there was a tendency to talk in very general terms 
about problems which could apply to anywhere in the developed world. Slightly better essays 
considered these problems with reference to the chosen area but rarely produced any telling 
evidence. Only the very best were able to give details of local schemes to combat environmental 
problems and then provide any evaluation of their success. Candidates are advised that they 
cannot simply talk superfi cially of a visit to a location in France, such an approach is unlikely to 
yield much reward. Substantial research must be undertaken and candidates must have real, in-
depth knowledge to access the upper reaches of the fi rst grid which carries most of the marks. 
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This essay achieved 27 out of 45; 8 for organisation and developement, 6 for quality of language 
and 13 for reading, research and understanding.
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Examiner Comments

The essay is a little too long but a cut-off just before the end does not materially 
affect the content. This is a diffi cult essay to assess. At fi rst sight it is entirely on 
the subject of the environment and there is discussion of measures taken to combat 
problems. However, after one reference to a suitable geographical area at the 
beginning, there is no further link to the location. The essay is thus very general and 
could refer to just about anywhere on earth. If specifi c references and illustrations 
had been given no doubt it could have been very good. Therefore,the essay is diffi cult 
to assess on the fi rst grid. It shows very good understanding of the question and its 
implications but almost no evidence of focussed reading and research. A compromise 
mark from the middle ground was thus awarded. The essay is then assessed on its 
merits for the other two areas and is well organised, the material follows a logical 
plan and is easy to read. The language is excellent, it is naturally fl uent and has a 
high degree of accuracy.
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      Question 3(b) 
 A historical period was the second most popular area of study and some good work was seen in 
this section. Most candidates did select an event and evaluated its importance, thus answering 
the question closely. Some chose a whole period, such as the French Revolution or The Second 
World War, as the event and tried to analyse its importance within the context of the whole of 
French history. This did not lead to very focussed answers. The most popular period studied was 
the Occupation of France 1940-44 but there was some interesting work on the French Revolution, 
the age of Napoleon and the Front Populaire. The most commonly chosen event was the signing 
of the Armistice in 1940. The repercussions of this were well handled, although some rather 
conveniently took the Armistice as a catalyst for everything which happened subsequently and 
wrote in very general terms. Weaker candidates simply narrated historical events and failed 
to engage with the second part of the question. Facts and fi gures linked to the period studied 
are important as, without them, candidates cannot substantiate their ideas and thus access the 
highest parts of the assessment grids. In a small number of essays lack of historical knowledge 
and understanding was striking. Such essays tended to be full of unsubstantiated assertions and 
sweeping generalisations. Some answers revealed a serious lack of preparation and scholarship. 

 This response achieved 37 out of 45; 7 for organisation and development, 6 for quality of 
language and 24 for reading, research and understanding.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very satisfactory essay which does as required in an effi cient, 
workmanlike way. A suitable event is chosen and clearly presented in the  
introduction. The candidate proceeds to discuss a few effects of the event 
which illustrate its importance and then concludes. No doubt more could have 
been said and more telling illustration could have been offered but within the 
confi nes of the word limit there is good coverage of the task. The essay is well 
ordered, although the linkages between the ideas are not very impressive, the 
successive use of the term aussi seems to suggest that the thoughts have been 
set down rather randomly as they occurred to the candidate. However, there is 
enough order and clarity for the essay to be quite highly credited. The language 
has a few blemishes but is more than adequate to convey the desired message.
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  Question 3(c) 
 Aspects of modern French speaking society proved to be the least popular area of study. A small 
number of candidates seemed to regard this as a soft option, did little research and thought they 
could answer from general knowledge. Essays produced with this approach were rarely worthy of 
much credit. Some very general essays were produced with little reference to any francophone 
context. The most fertile aspects selected included such things as immigration, problems in 
the suburbs, the rise of the Front National, the ban on the burqa, AIDS in francophone Africa 
and the death toll on French roads. A lot of detailed knowledge was shown but there was 
relatively little in-depth analysis of the impact on various parts of the population. Candidates 
are advised against studying a very narrow, single aspect of French life. They are reminded that 
the specifi cation requires 'wide research into key current events and issues and their impact on 
society' (Specifi cation P.43.) 

This response achieved 12 out of 45; 2 for organsation and development, 3 for quality of language 
and 7 for reading, research and understanding.
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Examiner Comments

The essay is of a suitable length. The chosen subject matter is in itself too narrow and, moreover, is given very 
superfi cial treatment; bland statements and assertions being given which could apply to almost anywhere. A lack 
of specifi c references suggests limited reading and research. There is little order in the essay, random thoughts 
are expressed with no logical thread. No explicit consideration is given to the impact on society. The essay has 
little relevant direction and no impression of logical organisation and development is apparent. The language is 
comprehensible most of the time but it is limited in both lexis and structure, the manipulation of the language is 
fl awd and gives no feeling of natural fl uency.
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This response achieved 29 out of 45; 5 for organisation and development, 5 for quality of 
language and 19 for reading, research and understanding.
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Examiner Comments

The essay is of a suitable length when the proper nouns and direct 
quotations are not counted. The concentration on immigration gives 
way mostly to a discussion of urban riots so that the focus of the essay 
is not absolutely clear. The candidate makes some sound points which 
are illustrated by mostly suitable quotations and references so that 
there is evidence of understanding of the current situation. There could 
have been a more direct and explicit attempt to assess the impact on 
society. At times the essay seems like a string of references with little 
connecting content but in general the organisation and development 
are adequate. The conclusion, for example, allows the references to 
speak for themselves. There are some errors in the language but it is 
certainly good enough to convey the message readily.
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  Question 3(d) 
 The literature and the arts area of study was by far the most popular with over two-thirds of 
the entry producing an essay in this fi eld. Books and fi lms were roughly equal in popularity. 
Fairly mainstream choices were made although there were a few less common selections. The 
most widespread works encountered were La Haine, Au Revoir les Enfants, Le Dernier Metro 
and Amelie amongst the fi lms and L'Etranger, Un Sac de Billes and l'Avare in the list of books. 
L'Etranger engenders the widest range of achievement. Some essays on this book are full of 
intelligent perception and pertinent comment but the rambling, incoherent nature of other 
offerings suggests that quite a lot of candidates have understood very little of what they have 
been told and unfortunately appear out of their depth in dealing with such complex material. 

Unfortunately, some candidates struggled to understand the phrase 'milieu social' in the title of 
the question and their essays did not focus on the setting of the work they had studied in spite 
of the fact that the Specifi cation explicitly states on P.43 that students are expected to consider 
and demonstrate understanding of the 'social and cultural setting' of the work selected. Many 
essays merely related the plot and only contained a little implicit relevance to the question set. 
Examiners rewarded any relevant mention of setting. Fortunately, the majority of candidates did 
manage to engage with the question in a meaningful manner, the best responses reinforced and 
supported the candidate's ideas with well-chosen references. 

The choice of text or fi lm is crucial. Questions can legitimately be asked on four areas: character, 
setting, theme and style. Only works which have suffi cient material for exploitation in these four 
areas should be chosen. 

This response scored 20 out of 45; 5 for organsation and development, 4 for quality of language 
and 11 for reading, research and understanding.
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Examiner Comments

Without the proper nouns and direct quotations the essay is of a 
suitable length. This candidate would no doubt have preferred to have 
been asked a question about the personality and role of the central 
character. There is no explicit treatment of the question of setting, 
although a little can be inferred from what is said about Meursault's 
relations with the rest of conventional society. Some knowledge of the 
text is shown but when reading the generalities towards the end of the 
essay one is led to question some of the real understanding of what has 
been studied. Since the question has been largely ignored the essay 
cannot score highly on the fi rst grid. In its own terms the essay has 
some patchy organisation and development and the language is good 
enough to be understood.
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Grade Boundary

Grade Max. Mark A* A B C D E N U

Raw boundary mark 100 75 66 57 48 39 30 21 0

Uniform boundary mark 130 117 104 91 78 65 52 39 0

a* is only used in conversion from raw to uniform marks.  It is not a published unit grade.   
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